
Home grown or imported? Fox
carcass found in Tassie
01 November 2016

Over the weekend, a member of the public found the carcass of a male fox on the side of the
Frankford Highway.

Appearing to only have three legs, the carcass is the first to be found in Tasmania since 2006.

Ivan Dean, Independent MLC for Windermere explains to Brian Carlton why he isn’t buying it.

“It does look like that carcass has been around for a while,” Mr. Dean says.
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Adult shopping
with staff no
'big deal', says
Lambie (/the-

show/17679-adult-shopping-with-staff-no-big-deal-says-lambie)
Senator Jacqui Lambie has confirmed allegations that she took staff shopping in a sex shop. Former employees Rod and
Fern Messenger have written a...
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Daniher focusing
on footy, not new
deal (/sport/afl-

news/17635-daniher-focusing-on-footy-not-new-deal)
ESSENDON star Joe Daniher is remaining tight-lipped over what coach John Worsfold insists is the most pressing issue
facing the AFL club –...
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Rodent invasion
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If you are noticing rodents scurrying around your home, you're not alone, because across Tasmania they are on the march
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If you are noticing rodents scurrying around your home, you're not alone, because across Tasmania they are on the march
indoors seeking to escape...
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Tassie feels the
chill of the first
days of winter
(/the-show/17541-

tassie-feels-the-chill-of-the-first-days-of-winter)
The frosty mornings and icy cars have not gone unnoticed this week. It’s June 2, which means it’s the second day of winter.
Many of us...
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